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PRESS RELEASE

THE LONDON CUCKOLDS
Edward Ravenscroft (c.1654-1707) was a well-known dramatist of his day, with an 
exceptional talent for comic writing, and several claims to fame.  The London Cuckolds, 
(1681) the best known of his plays, is a Restoration romp par excellence, with bed-hopping, 
mistaken identities, disguises, and lovers concealed from husbands in the classic manner.

Marriage was a favourite comedy subject.  Wives were both property and status symbols, 
with the ever-present fear of untraceable cuckoos in the nest.  Indeed, the archaic term 
“cuckold” derives from the cuckoo:  the belief that the female frequently changed mates, and 
the cuckoo’s habit of laying eggs in other nests.  This play assumes the convention that young 
women only married so that they might have affairs with men younger than their husbands, 
while young men were always on the look-out for pretty and available married lovers.

The London Cuckolds presents three marriages.  Dashwell  is married to  “devout” Eugenia, 
Doodle to “witty” Arabella, Wiseacres to “simple” Peggy.  Each thinks that he alone is safe 
from cuckolding —being “cheated on”—but are they?  Three young gallants set out to prove 
them wrong.

Ravenscroft was not only an accomplished writer of bawdy, farcical material;  he also 
did much to bring Molière’s work to English audiences by way of borrowing, sometimes 
acknowledged, sometimes not.  There is a curious connection with Logos’ classic revival of 
Le Bourgeois gentilhomme in 2011:  Ravenscroft’s  first dramatic offering, Mamamouchi, or the 
Citizen Turned Gentleman (1671), was his own version of Molière’s famous original.  As for 
The London Cuckolds, the story of Peggy’s curious upbringing owes much to Moliere’s L’École 
des Femmes, written twenty years earlier.

Ravenscroft was notorious for his public 
disagreement with Dryden, which partly 
turned on the question of originality or the 
lack of it.

As a critic (and rewriter) of Shakespeare, he 
spearheaded the disintegrationist movement, 
which detected other hands at work in 
Shakespeare plays with a confidence that later 
scholarship has disavowed.  One of his most 
famous lines is not in any of his plays, but is 
his verdict on Titus Andronicus – “It seems 
rather a heap of Rubbish than a Structure.”

Structure was much prized by the playwrights 
of the day, and The London Cuckolds might be 
called the pattern for all matrimonial farces.  
Sparklingly written, it is straightforward 
bawdy comedy, and great fun. 
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